Introduction

While special function mixed signal application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) have been common for a number of years, the availability of application-specific standard product (ASSP) devices with a high level of analog integration has been a relatively recent trend. Embedded microcontroller (MCU) devices, which now include a high degree of analog integration, lead to complete system solutions on a chip. The majority of embedded microcontroller integrated circuits (ICs) already include sophisticated power management solutions that contain a large number of analog components. Extending the analog capability to provide additional functionality within the chip is a natural progression. Challenges to this mixed signal integration are significant. Smaller geometries, which lead to higher digital module densities and higher speeds, many times lead to a drop in the overall performance of the analog modules. A delicate balance must be achieved in the design of these mixed signal devices. This mixed signal capability, driven by the analog integration inside of the embedded microcontroller IC, leads to significant advantages both from a system and performance perspective.

System Advantages of mixed signal integration

Analog modules include analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), programmable internal reference sources, digital-to-analog converters (DACs), comparators, analog switch matrix, integrated LCD drivers and charge time measuring units. These analog modules can be used to directly sense the incoming analog signal, buffer the signal or carry out signal conditioning prior to conversion to a digital bit stream. These analog modules can also be combined to facilitate special system-function solutions. Texas Instruments’ newest family of embedded MCUs, the MSP430FR6x and the MSP-430FR5x, provide for a high degree of analog integration with the ultra-low power performance of embedded ferroelectric random access memory (FRAM). These enhanced analog capabilities along with low-power data logging and fully programmable functionality enable unique system solutions. The extended scan interface (ESI) in the MSP430FR6x series of devices provides an innovative, low-power method to measure linear and rotational motion that can be used with a variety of sensor types. The ESI module incorporates a Vcc/2 generator, a comparator and a 12-bit DAC and supports up to four sensors.

Mixed signal design challenges

As most analog blocks are digitally controlled in these mixed signal ICs, the analog block represents a significant challenge in the design, integration and verification of the mixed signal solution. This is further exacerbated by increasingly smaller feature size reductions and the overall complexity of the system on chip (SoC) design. Functional verification must be carried out across many different modes of operation, driving a need for behavioral models that accurately represent the transient behavior of the transistor-level analog blocks. Special attention needs to be paid to verification across process, voltage, and temperature drift and in many cases random mismatch as analog circuitry is more susceptible to these non-idealities compared to digital circuitry. In addition, mixed signal designs can be highly susceptible to noise associated with power supply, substrate coupling, cross talk, and random noise (burst, flicker, shot, thermal, etc.). Design layout must be optimized to assure proper signal and power integrity without excessive isolation, which can significantly increase die size.

System and performance benefits

Once the design challenges are overcome, the benefits of mixed signal solutions are significant and lead to innovative SoC solutions. Analog integration results in better system power consumption as functionality is distributed in a single chip solution. This also leads to an increase in throughput with faster system switching times and a reduction in system noise. Inherently these mixed signal
designs also lead to simplified system designs with pre-verified aspects of the component integration. Signal and power integrity conformance to device specifications is verified through specification-based functional validation. In addition, mixed signal solutions incorporate analog components that can be fully controlled by software through intelligent connections enabled internally by the IC. This functionality also provides for a programmable internal reference source for the analog modules. Overall, the single-chip solution results in a reduction of the bill of materials (BOM) and PCB board size which translates to a significant potential system cost savings.

**Special system functions/Extended scan interface DAC output**

The analog front end provides a bridge between the real-world signal and the embedded microcontroller in the mixed signal solution. The integrated analog converts the continuous time domain signal into a digital bit stream that can be processed by the embedded microcontroller. This conversion occurs through simple comparators or more complex ADCs. Likewise, the analog component of the mixed signal device enables it to act on the world around it in the form of DACs. The digitally controlled analog modules perform a critical signal transformation to ensure signal compatibility within the system. In addition to this bridging functionality, the analog modules can be combined to create special-function solutions. These special-function solutions go beyond signal transformation and enable an interpretation of the data without MCU interaction. Typical examples of special-function analog solutions include charge time measuring units, various motor control solutions, RF conversion and special function solutions to measure position. The ESI module on MSP430FR6x MCUs provides an integrated analog module to measure linear and rotational motion with the lowest possible power consumption.

The motion or rotational measurement is carried out by sensing the position of a wheel via inductance-type measurements. Rotation and direction detection using two inductive-capacitive (LC) sensors is shown in Figure 1. A single LC sensor allows only for rotation detection. This configuration is used to measure fluid flow by transforming the flow into rotation. The mechanical construction in the form of a screw wheel or worm wheel transforms the flow into a corresponding rotation. The plate sitting underneath the two LC sensors has a metal surface on half of the plate while the sensors themselves sit 90 degrees from each other. The metal surface acts as a damping factor during half the period of the rotational sequence; the rotation measurement is carried out by detecting the different damping factors. The ESI module on MSP430FR6x MCUs detects the amplitude of the sensor input signal and defines the relative position of the wheel. Speed is obtained by a continuous sampling of the LC sensors and correlates to fluid flow.
The integrated analog block module of the ESI unit consists of a comparator, a 12-bit DAC and a Vcc/2 generator along with digital circuitry to process the digital representations of the measurement sequence without the need of the host controller. In the case of LC sensor-based motion and rotational measurements, the analog block biases the sensors, and in a timed sequence defined by the user, senses the corresponding signal levels and transforms it to a digital bit stream. The ESI unit is measuring the effects of eddy currents generated on the conductive object near the resonant circuit and transforming it to position. Eddy currents are formed when a field comes in proximity to a conducting object. The integrated special-function solution of the LC scan interface drives very-low power needs given the hardware implementation of the sequence. As opposed to a software implementation, the host controller remains in a shutdown mode during the LC scan sequence which leads to the lowest overall power implementation of this type of position or rotational measurement technique. In addition, as discussed earlier, the fully integrated single-chip solution leads to many other system and power performance advantages.

This LC resonant circuit implementation can also be used in contactless door switches where the damping factor or change in the LC tank’s oscillation amplitude provides position information. By properly tuning the LC circuit, this method can also be used as a proximity sensor in industrial applications. It can be used in place of mechanical buttons where a metal plate can be placed on the button and the distance to the LC circuit is detected via the ESI module. It can also be applied as a method for detecting different types of metals in a factory setting or in the consumer space such as in coin counters or portable metal detectors. In general, this technique can be used in any solution that measures a damping factor to determine a physical parameter. The ESI module provides for the lowest power implementation.

Other sensor configurations can be enabled with the deactivation of the excitation mode while sensing either an analog or digital input sensor signal. This facilitates the ESI unit to be interfaced with other electromechanical, optoelectronic and magnetic sensors also used to measure linear position or angular motion. The output of the incremental encoders or angle transducers provides information on the motion of the rotating element which can then be converted to speed, distance and position. These motion or rotary encoders are used in system solutions that require exact and unconstrained shaft rotation. Inside of industrial sensor solutions, typical examples include robotics, industrial controls and process controls. In consumer electronics this technique can be used in wheel-based game consoles, special purpose photographic lenses and manual volume or tuning controls to name a few. In all these applications, the encoders come in the form of optical, mechanical, Hall Effect or capacitive types. Encoding of motion or rotation occurs by either physically, magnetically, through capacitive measurements or via optical detection of the element in motion.

**Conclusion**

While the challenges of mixed signal integration can be quite daunting, the benefits can be potentially very significant both from a systems and an overall performance perspective. Leveraging the integrated analog to create special-function solutions embedded in the MCU result in innovative system on chip solutions that push performance on many different levels. This is especially true for low-power applications. Further combining FRAM memory technology from TI’s newest family of MSP430FR5xxx and MSP430FR6xxx MCUs enable ultra-low power data-logging atop of the enhanced mixed signal performance provided by the analog integration.
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